Flash is Here! Are you having troubles viewing videos in the IME Video Library because your computer isn’t playing nicely with Quicktime? If so, we now are offering all videos in a Flash player. Once in the IME Video Library, simply click on the image of the presenter and the video will begin to play. Also notice that you can make the flash video full-screen by clicking on the ‘full-screen’ button on the lower right side of the player.

Popular Seminars: Healthy Classrooms: Public Health in Education, Short Course in Clinical Research, HSLC Technology Update Series and many more…

Highlights:

Understanding and Improving Nutrition Environments in Grocery Stores and Restaurants – Karen Glanz, PhD, MPH

Karen Glanz, PhD, MPH, gives an overview of nutritional environments and policies, describes restaurant and labeling policies and shares a glimpse into the future of all of this.

View Video Now!

Gun Violence and Children – Gwen C. McIntosh, MD

Gwen McIntosh, MD, defines the scope of the problem of gun violence against children, describes the barriers to reducing it and identifies successful strategies to preventing it.

View Video Now!

How Race and Ethnicity Influence Communication in Medical Encounters – by Richard Street, PhD

Richard Street, PhD, explains the role race and ethnicity play in the relationship between patient and health care provider.

View Video Now!

View these videos and more at: http://videos.med.wisc.edu